This paper describes the modifications applied to EPANET, a public-domain water distribution system modelling software package, that does not correctly compute the hydraulics of a water distribution network (WDN) with variable tank heads in (slow) unsteady flow conditions. Firstly the methodology adopted to extend the Global Gradient Algorithm (GGA) implemented in the original EPANET source code to the Extended Period Simulation-GGA (EPS-GGA) is described. Then the convergence and stability conditions of the theta method, used for the discretisation in time of the set of differential equations describing the hydraulic behaviour of a WDN, are discussed. The reasons for EPS-GGA numerical stability are demonstrated and a fully implicit discretisation of differential equations (i.e. 
INTRODUCTION
EPANET is a public-domain, water distribution system mod- Recently the problem of spurious oscillations has been faced by Todini () , who has attributed the nature of this instability to the methodology used to numerically describe the time variations in the tank levels. Todini () proposed to solve the steady state of a WDN (Global Gradient Algorithm (GGA), see Todini & Pilati () ) with a new numerical scheme: the EPS-GGA (Extended Period Simulation-GGA), based on the implicit theta method scheme for discretisation in time. The EPS-GGA method couples the steady-state energy balance equations for the pipes with the mass balance equations of the tanks, from which new unknowns appear, which are the tank water levels. These new unknown variables can be calculated simultaneously with the other unknown ones found in the problem (the junction heads). This approach is widely used in hydraulic problem solving. Le Coq et al. () , Malik et al. () and Todini () extended this approach to the problem of a water distribution network and tested it with some very simple test cases, although the approach in Todini () has not yet been directly implemented into the EPANET software, and the numerical problems relating to the correct boundary conditions of the tanks (the maximum and minimum levels allowed) still have to be properly faced. This last point is particularly crucial because, as shown below, the correct representation of the boundary conditions can greatly affect the simulation results.
The rest of this paper is organised as follows. In the second section the strategy adopted in order to transform the GGA algorithm developed in the EPANET source code into the EPS-GGA algorithm is summarised, together with an explanation of the source code modifications and the description of the strategy adopted to correctly evaluate the initial conditions (ICs). Moreover the convergence of the numerical method used for discretisation in time of the mass balance equation at variable head tanks (the implicit weighted theta method) is discussed in the third section; the performances of the original EPANET source code and of the modified version, which will be refered to as EPANET-EPS from now on, are compared in the next section through its application in a real case. The fifth sction
SIMULATION MODEL AND SOURCE CODE MODIFICATIONS
The flow problem of a WDN with variable head tanks, under the hypothesis of negligible inertial and dynamical effects, can be described by the following set of mass and energy balance equations (see Todini ):
where h i is the water head in node i at generic time t, Ω i is the area of the tank in node i, Q ik is the flow in the pipe connecting nodes i and k, q i is the external inflow to node i, K is the headloss resistance coefficient, p is the exponent of the chosen head loss formula and n i is the number of nodes connected to node i.
Todini () introduced an extension of the GGA for the solution of the system of ordinary differential equations
(1) (ODEs (1)) and used the implicit theta method for the discretisation in time of the equations.
Following Todini () the matrix representation of system (1) is formulated as follows:
where A 11 is the diagonal matrix which its elements represent head losses (pipes, pumps and minor loss), The system (2) is the formulation for the unsteady flow problem in looped WDNs, which is consistent with the formulation of the GGA given in Todini & Pilati () .
The modification of GGA presented by Todini () descends from the new formulation of q t * and A 22 . According to Todini () the term A 22 is a [n n ; n n ] diagonal submatrix, whose elements are defined as
and the term q t T * ¼ [q 1,t , q 2,t , …, q nn,t ] is the demand column vector of n n elements defined as
where t is the simulation time and Δt is the simulation time step. Finally Ω i is the average tank cross section in the Δt interval and θ is the time averaging weight of the implicit scheme in the EPS-GGA model (see Todini ) . The system (2) can be solved following a Newton-Raphson iterative procedure, as described in Todini & Pilati () and already implemented in EPANET. We can therefore introduce some low-level changes in the original EPANET-GGA source code in order to upgrade it into the new version EPANET-EPS, which contains the EPS-GGA numerical scheme. These low-level changes allow us to correctly manage the new submatrix A 22 (Equation (3)) and the new demand vector q* (Equation (4)) in the system (2). In particular these modifications concern the function netsolve(int*, float*), contained in the file hydraul.c of the EPANET source code and can be summarised as:
• definition of the new function coeffA22EPSGGA() to calculate the elements of matrix A 22 according to Equation (3);
• modification of the function nodecoeffs() to calculate the elements of q* according to Equation (4).
For completeness the Listings (1) and (2) report the new function coeffA22EPSGGA() and the modified one nodecoeffs().
These modifications imply the introduction of two new vectors H tÀΔt and Q tÀΔt into the original source code so as to store the hydraulic heads and flows in the WDN calculated at a previous time step t-Δt (see Equation (4)).
Moreover, due to the implicit scheme EPS-GGA, the exact ICs have to be calculated at time t ¼ t 0 since the approximate solutions at the first iteration is not sufficient anymore as in the original version of EPANET (Rossman ) . The strategy adopted and implemented into the EPANET source code applies the EPS-GGA only once the ICs have been calculated with the original GGA: more details are summarized in the flowchart (Figure 1 ).
From a computational point of view the implementation of the EPS-GGA scheme into the EPANET package entails some other important modifications due to the structure and form of the unknown hydraulic heads vector H t (Equation (2)). In the GGA tanks there are nodes with fixed heads, like reservoirs, and as a consequence the only unknown node heads in the vector H t are the junction heads (Equation (7)). In the EPS-GGA the vector H t also includes the tank heads as unknown variables. This means that, once the IC are calculated at the time step t 0 , the unknown vector H t has to be reallocated to take into account the new unknown tank heads. To describe these at time t 0 the ICs H t0 and Q t0 are calculated with GGA and H t0 has the structure
with n j the number of unknown junction heads at initial simulation time t 0 . Once the ICs are known the vector for unknowns becomes
with n t the number of tanks in the WDN.
From a computationl point of view, so as to easily extend the unknown vector the allocation order of junctions, tanks and reservoirs has to be changed. If you look at Equation (7) you can see the order in which the node heads are allocated into EPANET, where n s is the number of reservoirs in the WDN: 
Equation (7) clearly shows that the unknown variables are allocated at the beginning or at the end of vector H epa at generic simulation time t. It was decided therefore to allocate the unknown tank heads just after the unknown junction heads to easily extend the vector of unknown H t once the ICs have been computed (Equation (8)).
In this way the subroutines in the EPANET source code can be used for any further modifications. In Equation (8) you can see the unknown junction heads and tank heads n j þ n t terms followed by the known reservoirs heads: 
ANALYSIS ON THE TIME AVERAGING WEIGHT
The subset of differential equations (1a) can be written in the following more compact form:
and, when applied to Equation (9), the theta method takes the form 
and
where β represents a solution of ODE (9). In particular
Equations (12) and (13) state that an optimal choice for θ cannot be independent of the choice of both the discretisation timestep Δt and the value of g 0 (β). Therefore a because the g 0 (h) function will ultimately depend on the features of the WDN under consideration.
Looking at Equations (12) and (13), it is worthwhile mentioning that, as θ is chosen closer to 1, the conditions on Δt are less stringent. Alternatively, for a fixed Δt, conditions (12) and (13) are satisfied for θ values closer to 1 as long as |g 0 (β)| increases.
These considerations call for a more in-depth analysis on the choice of the optimal values for the θ parameter.
This analysis has been performed using the WDN scheme proposed by Todini (, see Figure A1 in the appendix).
The only difference in this WDN scheme is the diameter of pipe 2, which has been changed to 400 mm instead of (2011), and (e) and (f) with θ ¼ 1.00, as implicitly suggested in Giustolisi et al. (2012) .
the use of theta is not required by setting the value of theta equal to 1 in the EPS-GGA.
APPLICATION TO A REAL CASE
The original EPANET and the modified version EPANET-EPS are applied to a real case in order to further investigate the performances of the new code. The test case carried out was that of the water supply system of Mataba in Rwanda, which supplies water to about 7,000 people. The scheme of the system is shown in Figure 3 , while Table 1 Table 2 and the graphical representation of the demand pattern function at the network nodes is reported in Figure 7 .
In Figure 8 
The minimum level boundary condition (mLBC)
In this subsection the procedure implemented to face the problem of mLBC is described and then compared to the procedure developed in the original EPANET source code and with that suggested by Todini (). As a test case the same water supply system network proposed in Todini () shown in Figure 9 was chosen. The initial and boundary conditions are listed below:
(i) The tank T02 minimum level is set to 5 m (not 0 m as in Todini ()).
(ii) The reservoir water head is set to À10 m (not 0 m as in Todini ()) to allow for the tanks to empty faster (see Figure 9 and Table 3 ).
(iii) The initial levels of the tanks T01 and T02 are set equal to 20 m and 30 m, respectively.
(iv) The tank T01 minimum level is set to 0 m.
(v) The tanks have the same cross-sectional area.
(vi) The reservoir R02 (not present in Todini ()) water head is set to 100 m to allow for the filling of tank T01. tank T01 and, as a consequence, as soon as T02 reaches its minimum level, the discharge in pipes P01 and P03
should go to zero. Then, after time t ¼ 3 h, when pipe P05 is opened, we expect that T01 head starts to increase and then, when the head in T01 is higher than the T02 minimum level, the flow through P01 starts. Finally, when the discharge through P01 becomes higher than the discharge through P03 is when the head in T02
begins to rise up.
The EPANET original version was applied to this test case; the obtained results are reported in Figure 10 maintains zero values when the water levels in T01 and T02 are the same or even when one of them reaches the minimum level. As expected at time t ¼ 3 h tank T01 starts to fill and there is no flow through pipe P01 till time t E when the water level in T01 reaches the T02 minimum level. After time t E T02 also starts to fill.
CONCLUSIONS
The original source code of EPANET has been extended to ().
